Abstract: Industrial development has brought about not only rapid economic growth, but also serious environmental pollution in China, which has led to serious health problems and heavy economic burdens on healthcare. Therefore, the relationship between the industrial air pollution and health care expenditure (HCE) has attracted the attention of researchers, most of which used the traditional empirical methods, such as ordinary least squares (OLS), logistic and so on. By collecting the panel data of 30 provinces of China during 2005-2016, this paper attempts to use the Bayesian quantile regression (BQR) to reveal the impact of industrial air pollution represented by industrial waste gas emission (IWGE) on HCE in high-, middle-, low-income regions. It was found that double heterogeneity in the influence of IWGE on HCE was obvious, which revealed that people in high-, middle-, low-income regions have significantly different understandings of environmental pollution and health problems. In addition, the BQR method provided more information than the traditional empirical methods, which verified that the BQR method, as a new empirical method for previous studies, was applicable in this topic and expanded the discussion space of this research field.
Introduction
It is widely recognized that China has achieved great improvements in economic growth and population health in the last few decades, such as a dramatically lower mortality rate, increased life expectancy and extensive immunization coverage. The latest statistics show that the national infant mortality rate was 7.5 per thousand in 2016, which was a decrease by 76.7 percent from 2000. At the same time, the rate of nationwide hospital births reached 99.7 percent in 2016, which was an increase by 36.9 percent from 2000. However, increasing environmental problems have led to serious health problems. With the promotion of industrial policy and the development of the economy and technology, economic development has entered the middle and late stages of industrialization in China. However, the current environmental problems are still not optimistic, and there is still a considerable way to go to control pollution and accelerate to meet the peak of the environmental Kuznets curve (EKC) although new energy development has attracted worldwide attention [1, 2] . Industrial pollution to the environment is more serious compared to others such as agriculture, urban construction and people's lives [3] [4] [5] [6] . Environmental pollution, especially industrial waste gas emission (IWGE), results in disorders of the human immune system and therefore causes health risks, notably high occurrences of chronic diseases such as hypertension, heart disease, chronic pulmonary disease and diabetes [7, 8] . In China, IWGE reached 685,190 billion cubic meters in 2016, and had 268,988 billion cubic meters in 2005. Meanwhile, the number people with chronic diseases increased from 318.73 million in 2005 to 337.05 million in 2016.
Several studies from medical science provide evidence that waste gas emissions affect some types of chronic diseases and disabilities. For instance, sulfur dioxide and particulates respectively lead to a 3-4% and a 2% increase in mortality in Koln [9] . PM2.5 emissions were significantly associated with the incidence of ischemic heart disease and mortality by using PM2.5 data from 2010 to 2012 in Beijing [10] . There have also been several scholarly attempts to find scientific evidence on the relationship between waste gas emissions and health care. For example, exposure to high environmental levels of PM2.5 might lead to the disproportional risk of type 2 diabetes in the mainland USA [11] . Nayak and Chowdhury [12] proved that there was a positive and significant relationship between waste gas emissions level and the days of respiratory illnesses in Odisha of India, which showed that the significant impact of environmental pollution on health problems has been determined. A few relevant studies were also undertaken in China. For example, Li et al. [13] measured the economic loss related to health problems due to waste gas emissions and found that the economic loss brought by PM10 and SO 2 accounted for 1.63% and 2.32% of the GDP in 74 cities respectively. Liu et al. [14] evaluated the health care burden of waste gas emissions and heavy metals in the spring and winter of 2016.
Thus, the linkage between environmental emissions and health care expenditure (HCE) has aroused great interest among scholars around the world, especially in developed countries. Ridker [15] firstly evaluated the economic loss of environment pollution on HCE. For decades, a number of researchers found the positive relationship between environmental pollution and HCE [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Note that, some relative studies were included in the tripartite relationship of economic growth, environmental emissions and HCE. For instance, the dynamic links between CO 2 emissions, health spending and GDP growth were used in the data of 51 countries [21] [22] [23] [24] . On the other hand, the relevant research literature has also emerged in China in recent years [25] [26] [27] .
Some different empirical methods have been used in this field. For example, Jerrett et al. [28] adopted the sequential two-stage regression model to examine the relationship between pollution trends and health expenses in 49 counties in Ontario. Narayan and Narayan [18] used a panel co-integration approach and found that CO emissions had a significant positive influence and income had an elastic influence on HCE in the long term. Chaabouni [29] used dynamic simultaneous equation models to compare the relationship between CO 2 , HCE and economic growth in lower and higher countries during 1995-2013. Nicholas et al. [30] used the panel quantile regression methodology to analyze U.S. state-level CO 2 emissions and its effect on HCE. Chinese scholars also adopted a quantile regression approach to a panel data analysis of health-care expenditure in organizations for economic cooperation and development countries [31] .
Therefore, the academic research on the environment pollution and HCE has been increasing quickly and the relative empirical methods have developed more maturely, such as the panel data model and the OLS regression. However, little literature has been attempted to use quantile regression method [30] . In particular, there was rarely any relative literature which adopted the quantile regression with the Bayesian approach so far, which has some advantages over OLS or the least squares dummy variable model (LSDV). For example, it does not require the assumption of the independent and identically distributed error terms which the OLS assumptions do not hold [32] . There is still some room for further discussion and expansion with BQR method used in this field, although it has been investigated intensively and theoretically in many other fields, such as biomedical applications. In view of this, this paper aims to offer a new empirical research method of a Bayesian quantile regression (BQR) to evaluate the relationship between environmental pollution and HCE in different income regions in China. This paper applied the BQR method for the influence of IWGE on HCE, and revealed some important findings.
The paper is organized as follows: The BQR method and the data source are detailed in Section 2. Next, the empirical results of BQR are provided in section Results. Finally, the discussion and the conclusion of the empirical analysis are examined in section Discussion and section conclusions.
Materials and Methods

Estimation Method: BQR
Quantile regression has become an important and popular empirical research tool to study the conditional response distribution in regression [33] . The general path for deriving quantile regression is based on the standard linear model and quantile regression is achieved by extending the median case to all other arbitrary quantiles. The method of R package-quantreg has been widely used to minimize the objective function [34] . However, it has computational requirements in large statistical applications. The R package-quantreg presents an interior point approach for larger problems. The confidence intervals are usually calculated by using a simplex algorithm to invert the rank score test.
Koenker and Machado [35] were the first to use independently the distributed asymmetric Laplace densities (ALD) to solve the minimization problem. Yu and Zhang [36, 37] showed a three-parameter ALD with a skewness parameter for quantile modeling. The Bayesian implementation of the quantile regression begins by forming a likelihood comprised of independent ALD. Next, the quantile of interest has to be specified and priors should be put on the model parameters. In the relevant literature, the mixed OLS estimation or the fixed effect model has been used extensively to consider the determinants of health expenditures, and only a few studies have attempted to use the quantile regression method [30, 38] . Quantile regression can offer more additional flexibility than OLS. For example, it does not require the assumption of independent and identically distributed error terms where the OLS assumptions do not hold. The Bayesian ALD approach does assume independent and identically distributed errors and contrasts with traditional quantile regression [39] [40] [41] . Recently, the Bayesian approach for quantile regression models are used with both adaptive lasso and without adaptive lasso [32] .
The novelty of this paper is the attempt of a new empirical method in the existing research fields. It is well known that the Bayesian method is mainly used in micro-data set analysis, such as medical experiments. This paper attempts to apply it to macro data analysis, although there may be many immature problems that need to be solved in the future. It should be noted that the authors do not want to prove the BQR method is very superior to the traditional empirical methods, but only hope to introduce the BQR method into this research field as a new empirical method on the basis of previous studies to expand the discussion space of this field. Our empirical research mainly includes two parts. First, the model is set up as BQR to obtain its empirical results. Second, this study compared with the regression results of BQR, OLS, quantile regression (QR) and Bayesian linear regression (BLR). The detailed mathematical formula derivation of the BQR method can be provided by the R Package-Bayes QR for reference [32] .
Model Construction, Variable Selection and Data Sources
By collecting the panel data of 30 provinces of China except for Tibet, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao during 2005-2016, this paper estimated the long-term impact of industrial air pollution represented by IWGE on HCE. To examine the heterogeneity of different regions, 30 provinces were divided into high-, middle-, low-income region based on the per capita income in 2016 and regression model was built (Formula 1-4) for BQR analysis.
The regression models constructed were as follows:
Where t refers to the time period, and refers to 2005-2016. Formula 1-4 respectively represent the regression model for the whole country, the high-income region, the middle-income region and the low-income region. By referring to a number of previous studies, such as Nicholas et al. [30] and Tian et al. [31] , this paper selected HCE as the dependent variable, and IWGE, income, government financial expenditure and so on as the independent variables. It is worth noting that the density of commercial life insurance and chronic diseases were introduced to be independent variables since they had a positive impact on the HCE. More specifically, the dependent variable was per capita individual HCE, the independent variable was per capita IWGE, and the control variables included were per capita income, chronic diseases, and per capita government financial expenditure, the density of commercial life insurance, the old dependency ratio and health technicians. For convenience, these variables are called HCE, IWGE, INCOME, GFE, DCLI, ODR, CD and HT, respectively. The relevant definitions and explanations of variables are shown in Table 1 . The data on per capita individual HCE, per capita income, per capita government financial expenditure, and the old dependency ratio were from the National Bureau of Statistics of China (NBSC). The data of per capita IWGE were obtained from the China statistical yearbook on the environment (CSYE) and the density of commercial life insurance from the yearbook of China's insurance (YCI). This study also obtained the data on chronic diseases and health technicians from the China health and family planning statistical yearbook (CHFPSY). There are two things to note: First, it is reasonable to use IWGE represented industrial air pollution since IWGE is the primary indicator of industrial air pollution listed in CSYE. As part of IWGE, the sulfur dioxide emission and other indicators will be studied deeply in the future. Second, data on chronic diseases are directly derived from CHFPSY, where the prevalence rates of chronic diseases are a hybrid concept. It is not a specific chronic disease but refers to those who have one chronic disease at least. In addition, the prevalence rates of chronic diseases were based on 2013 data due to the prevalence rate remaining relatively stable, which were 538.8% in 2003, and 539.9% in 2013 over the age of 65.
The relevant price data were normalized to be in the 2004 constant price. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the dimensional effects and normalizing requirements, all the data are transformed into their natural logarithmic values.
Statistical Characteristics Analysis
The descriptive statistics of all variables are shown in Table 2 . 
The sample size for the whole country is equal to the sum of the three different regions. HCE, INCOME, IWGE, DCLI, GFE, ODR, CD and HT stand for health care expenditure, income, industrial waste gas emission, the density of commercial life insurance, government financial expenditure, the old dependency ratio, chronic diseases, and health technicians respectively. Table 2 shows the summary characteristics of all variables in high-, middle-and low-income regions. The mean of HCE keeps increasing (6.68 in high-income region, 6.32 in middle-income region, and 6.15 in low-income region), which was synchronized with INCOME and different from the change of IWGE. In addition, it is worth noting that the adjusted skew of HCE had a slight skewness, especially in high-income areas. Therefore, the results obtained by traditional OLS mean regression are feasible but may not be accurate. Thus, it is reasonable for the empirical analysis of BQR to be compared with the OLS mean regression.
Results
Empirical test
Unit Root Test
To check for stationarity of the changes of HCE and other variables, Table 3 reports the results of the panel unit root tests.
As shown in Table 3 , the ADF test provided strong evidence (at the 1% significance level) in support of all the variables that were stationary, and only CD at the 10% significance level. Thus, the results of the panel unit root tests support the argument that there are long-run stable relationships among the variables. In addition, this study found that the fixed effect model was superior to the random effect model through the Hausman test and the F test. Furthermore, the pool test (Row 6 in Table 3 ) implies that there was obvious individual (regional) heterogeneity. To prove the above, this paper applied the empirical research to the whole country and three different regions respectively, which divided all the samples into the whole country: The high-income region, the middle-income region and the low-income region. Note: "*" indicates p-value < 0.10, "**" indicates p < 0.05, "***" indicates p < 0.01.
Visual Test of MCMC Convergence
In order to ensure the numerical stability, the data of all the variables was necessary to be standardized and an intercept was automatically included. The number of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations are set to 5000, and the post-acceptance check shows whether this is sufficient to find convergence in the MCMC chain. Finally, all the parameters must be passed to the Bayes QR function for empirical research. Figure 1 was the visual check of MCMC chains of partial variables for BQR. It showed that the MCMC sampler moves rapidly towards a smooth distribution and mixes well, indicating that the MCMC chain has good convergence. In addition, the marginal posterior distributions can be visualized by plotting the histograms of the simulated draws (omitted here).
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As shown in Table 3 , the ADF test provided strong evidence (at the 1% significance level) in support of all the variables that were stationary, and only CD at the 10% significance level. Thus, the results of the panel unit root tests support the argument that there are long-run stable relationships among the variables. In addition, this study found that the fixed effect model was superior to the random effect model through the Hausman test and the F test. Furthermore, the pool test (Row 6 in Table 3 ) implies that there was obvious individual (regional) heterogeneity. To prove the above, this paper applied the empirical research to the whole country and three different regions respectively, which divided all the samples into the whole country: The high-income region, the middle-income region and the low-income region.
Visual Test of MCMC Convergence
In order to ensure the numerical stability, the data of all the variables was necessary to be standardized and an intercept was automatically included. The number of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations are set to 5000, and the post-acceptance check shows whether this is sufficient to find convergence in the MCMC chain. Finally, all the parameters must be passed to the Bayes QR function for empirical research. Figure 1 was the visual check of MCMC chains of partial variables for BQR. It showed that the MCMC sampler moves rapidly towards a smooth distribution and mixes well, indicating that the MCMC chain has good convergence. In addition, the marginal posterior distributions can be visualized by plotting the histograms of the simulated draws (omitted here). Table 4 shows the parameter estimation of BQR for the whole quantile series in the whole country, the high-income region, the middle-income region and the low-income region, where some interesting findings were revealed.
Empirical Results of BQR
Firstly, the income in all sample regions had significant positive impacts on HCE in the whole quantile series. For instance, the influence coefficients were 0.3377 (in the whole country, τ = 0.5), 0.4259 (in the high-income region, τ = 0.5), 0.3165 (in the middle-income region, τ = 0.5), and 0.5759 (in the lowincome region, τ = 0.5) respectively. Obviously, income has the largest impact on HCE in the lowincome region, which may reveal that HCE was highly sensitive to income for people in the lowincome region, but HCE has become an indispensable necessity in the life of people in the highincome region. Table 4 shows the parameter estimation of BQR for the whole quantile series in the whole country, the high-income region, the middle-income region and the low-income region, where some interesting findings were revealed.
Firstly, the income in all sample regions had significant positive impacts on HCE in the whole quantile series. For instance, the influence coefficients were 0.3377 (in the whole country, τ = 0.5), 0.4259 (in the high-income region, τ = 0.5), 0.3165 (in the middle-income region, τ = 0.5), and 0.5759 (in the low-income region, τ = 0.5) respectively. Obviously, income has the largest impact on HCE in the low-income region, which may reveal that HCE was highly sensitive to income for people in the low-income region, but HCE has become an indispensable necessity in the life of people in the high-income region. Note: All of the outcomes are 95% credible interval (the 95% confidence interval in the quantile regression had the same meaning as p < 0.05 in the conditional mean regression such as OLS, so ** were added in this table.). The number of burn in draws: 1000, Number of retained draws: 4000. INCOME, IWGE, DCLI, GFE, ODR, CD and HT stand for income, industrial waste gas emission, the density of commercial life insurance, government financial expenditure, the old dependency ratio, chronic diseases, and health technicians respectively.
Secondly, the variables other than income and IWGE have different effects on HCE. For example, the influence of DCLI on HCE in the high-income region was distinct from the middle-and lowincome region. The estimated coefficient of DCLI was −0.1101 (τ = 0.5) in the high-income region but 0.2102 (τ = 0.5) in the low-income region, which may imply that people were more willing to buy health insurance with the function of maintaining and increasing the value instead of HCE because of a greater emphasis on long-term health prevention in the high-income region.
Thirdly, IWGE, the most concerned variable, has very different effects on HCE in the high-, middle-, and low-income regions, which shows double heterogeneity obviously. First, heterogeneity in different regional IWGE has a positive influence on HCE in the high-and middle-income region, while it has a negative influence in the low-income region. For example, the estimated coefficients of IWGE were 0.0028 in the high-income region (τ = 0.5), and 0.0138 in middle-income region (τ = 0.5), which implies that the correlation between environmental pollution and physical health has already attracted attention for all people. On the contrary, the estimated coefficient of IWGE was -0.0981 in low-income region (τ = 0.5), which reflected that people in the low-income region were prone to ignore environmental pollution and inadequate prevention of their own health in the pursuit of economic growth. Second, there is heterogeneity in different quantiles. As shown in Table 4 , the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than low quantiles in the whole country, but the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly higher than low quantiles in the high-income region.
Finally, it is important to note that, IWGE has little effect on HCE in all the regions compared to the income variable, whether positive or negative, which reflected that people have not paid enough attention to the relationship between environmental pollution and health, although this is slowly changing. Table 5 shows the regression results (Variable = IWGE) of the different approaches including BQR, BLR, QR and OLS. From the results in Table 5 , it was found that there was an obvious difference between the results of BQR and OLS. According to the results of OLS, IWGE had a positive influence on HCE in the whole country but a negative influence in all of the three different regions. This conclusion must be perverse and it may mean that the OLS regression results have some deviations. On the other hand, BQR showed that IWGE had a positive influence on HCE in the high-income region and a negative influence on HCE in the low-income region. This conclusion was basically consistent with the previous articles, such as Yu H, et al. (2018) [18] . Therefore, the results of BQR were more accurate than OLS, which may be due to macro data or the small samples sizes used in this paper. In addition, another important feature of BQR could also be found in Figure 2 . That is, BQR provided more information for all quantiles over OLS. Figure 2 presents the quantile plots of the variables in the BQR model compared with OLS in the high-, middle-, low-income regions. Here, a full line was added to indicate zero and a dotted line was added to indicate the OLS estimate. The BQR obtained the estimates of all the quantiles and the upper/ the lower values, which is its advantage over OLS. Meanwhile, to save space, not all plots for the four variables are printed here.
Comparison of Various Empirical Methods
As shown in Figure 2 , heterogeneity on the different quantiles was obvious. Furthermore, there was a typical double heterogeneity in the influence of IWGE on HCE. Firstly, significant heterogeneity exists across the whole country. As shown in Figure 2a , the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than the low quantiles. Secondly, significant heterogeneity exists among the high-, middle-, low-income regions. First, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly higher than low quantiles in the high-income region as shown in Figure 2b . Second, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than low quantiles in the middle-and low-income regions as shown in Figures 2c and 2d . The relevant conclusions were consistent with the estimated findings in Table 5 . As shown in Figure 2 , heterogeneity on the different quantiles was obvious. Furthermore, there was a typical double heterogeneity in the influence of IWGE on HCE. Firstly, significant heterogeneity exists across the whole country. As shown in Figure 2a , the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than the low quantiles. Secondly, significant heterogeneity exists among the high-, middle-, low-income regions. First, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly higher than low quantiles in the high-income region as shown in Figure  2b . Second, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than low quantiles in the middle-and low-income regions as shown in Figure 2c and Figure 2d . The relevant conclusions were consistent with the estimated findings in Table 5 .
Discussion
Although the relationship between environmental pollution, especially IWGE and HCE, has attracted great attention from scholars all over the world. There are only a few studies which provide the BQR method to this field, especially using macro data. This paper attempts to introduce the BQR method to the research field of the influence of IWGE on HCE, and revealed some important findings.
Firstly, the double heterogeneity on the different quantiles in the influence of IWGE on HCE was very obvious as shown in Figure 2 and Table 4 . On the one hand, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than the low quantiles across the whole country. On the other hand, significant heterogeneity exists among the high-, middle-, low-income regions. For instance, the influence of IWGE on HCE at the high quantiles was significantly higher than the low quantiles in high-income regions, but significantly lower than the low quantiles in the middle-and low-income region. Double heterogeneity reveals that people in the high-, middle-, low-income regions have significantly different understandings of environmental and health problems. In particular, people of low-income regions were prone to ignore the environmental pollution and the inadequate prevention of their own health in the pursuit of economic growth. Furthermore, IWGE has little effect 
Firstly, the double heterogeneity on the different quantiles in the influence of IWGE on HCE was very obvious as shown in Figure 2 and Table 4 . On the one hand, the influence of IWGE on HCE at high quantiles was significantly lower than the low quantiles across the whole country. On the other hand, significant heterogeneity exists among the high-, middle-, low-income regions. For instance, the influence of IWGE on HCE at the high quantiles was significantly higher than the low quantiles in high-income regions, but significantly lower than the low quantiles in the middle-and low-income region. Double heterogeneity reveals that people in the high-, middle-, low-income regions have significantly different understandings of environmental and health problems. In particular, people of low-income regions were prone to ignore the environmental pollution and the inadequate prevention of their own health in the pursuit of economic growth. Furthermore, IWGE has little effect on HCE in all the regions compared to the income variable, whether positive or negative, which reflected that people have not paid enough attention to the relationship between environmental pollution and health, although this is slowly changing. Therefore, the government should strengthen media and publicity works on the relationship between environmental pollution and health to improve civic awareness of environmental protection and health prevention, especially in the low-income region. These conclusions are basically similar to previous studies, such as Yu H, et al. (2018) [20] and Lu, Z, et al. (2017) [26] .
Secondly, the BQR method, as a new empirical method used to compare previous literature with Chinese samples, is reasonable and feasible for the study in our research field. BQR shows some of its unique characteristics or advantages over the traditional empirical methods. As shown in Table 5 , the results of BQR were more accurate than OLS, especially in macro data or small sample sizes. In addition, BQR provided more information for all quantiles, such as double heterogeneity as shown in Figure 2 . However, there is some confusion in comparing BQR with other methods. For example, in Table 5 , IWGE positively correlates with HCE through BQR, but negatively correlates through QR in the high-, and middle-income regions (tau = 0.5/mean). It may be because the sample size is not large enough, which may cause the results of the Bayesian analysis to be slightly different from those of traditional methods. It should be noted that the authors do not want to prove the BQR method is very superior to traditional empirical methods, but introduce the BQR method into this research field as a new empirical method on the basis of previous studies to expand the discussion space of this field.
Nonetheless, there is still some room for further discussion and expansion when the BQR method is used in this field. However, it has been investigated intensively theoretically and in many other fields, such as biomedical applications, for example, in the choice of data properties and the sample size, the calculation of the prior distribution and the posterior density function [32] . In addition, this study can take into account more variables such as family, age, gender, etc., in future studies if the data acquisition conditions allow. Furthermore, the authors are expected to do more in-depth research in the future research. For example, the authors intend to also try to use simulation according different scenarios to enrich comparisons between the different methods.
Conclusions
In summary, our findings may contribute to some useful information on the impact of IWGE on HCE in different regions of China. For example, the double heterogeneity on the influence of IWGE on HCE was obvious, which revealed that people in the high-, middle-, low-income regions have a significantly different understanding of environmental pollution and health prevention. The present study suggested that the government should strengthen to improve the civil awareness of environmental protection and health problems, especially in the low-income region. Meanwhile, it was also verified that the BQR method was applicable in this topic and can provide more information than the traditional empirical method. All these conclusions enrich and expand our discussion space.
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